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Introduction

steady growth in global population and food consumption 
place unprecedented demands on agriculture and natural 
resources (griggs et al. 2013). Besides their vital uses as 
food and feed, plants have become increasingly impor-
tant as renewable materials and biofuel feedstocks. Plants 
also have enormous potential as bioreactors for pharma 
and nutraceuticals. responding to these current and future 
demands and coping with changing climate require effec-
tive, versatile, safe, rapid and environmentally friendly 
technologies to improve yield, stress tolerance, disease 
resistance and biofuel and biomaterial properties of crops.

classical plant breeding and transgenic geneticmodifi-
cation (gm) techniques have driven increasing crop yield; 
however, these techniques lack precision and require sub-
stantial time for development of crop varieties. Finally, 
concerns on gene flow, ecological consequences, toxic-
ity and allergenicity of gm crops have fuelled gm crit-
ics. recent advances in gene targeting and genome editing 
provide welcome developments in precision crop genome 
engineering to address shortcomings in crop improvement.

Precision genetic modification techniques

Using precision genetic modification (Pgm) techniques, 
researchers can target specific sequences in complex 
genomes and precisely introduce modifications including 
single nucleotide changes. Implementation of these tech-
niques required several breakthroughs, including the abil-
ity to engineer recognition of a specific DnA sequence and 
generate a specific double-stranded DnA break (DsB). 
homology-directed repair (hDr) of this site-specific 
DsB can then produce various alterations in the sequence 
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for genome editing purposes. The ability to target defined 
sequences resulted from improved understanding of DnA-
binding proteins such as zinc finger type transcription fac-
tors (ZFPs) and bacterial transcription activator-like effec-
tors (TAlEs). This was followed by the recent discovery 
of cas9, a bacterial small rnA-binding protein that can 
search and cleave DnA sequences complementary to a 
bound guide rnA. An improved understanding of protein 
functional domains allowed researchers to engineer pro-
teins that bind specific sequences of interest and perform 
tasks, including nicking or cleavage of the target sequence, 
activation or repression of transcription and alteration or 
removal of epigenetic marks.

Site‑specific double‑stranded breaks can improve 
inefficient homologous recombination in plants

Targeted gene editing in many organisms exploits homolo-
gous recombination (hr) (lloyd et al. 2005; Voytas 2013). 
In this technique, large fragments (1–5 kb) homologous to 
the target sequence flank the sequence of interest (donor); 
the homologous flanking sequences mediate insertion of 
the donor sequence at the target site. however, plants have 
lower efficiency of hr than yeast, mice and mammals 
(reviewed in (Voytas 2013; Weinthal et al. 2010). In plants, 
the low frequency of actual hr events (10−3–10−5 gene 
targeting events per integration) and the high frequency of 
random integrations limit the usefulness of hr (reviewed 
in (Voytas 2013). such low frequencies require screening 
of tens of thousands of transformants, or the use of nega-
tive selection, to identify rare recombinants (Vasquez et al. 
2001).

however, introduction of DsB in the target sequence can 
increase the frequency of targeted events by 100- to 1,000-
fold (Puchta et al. 1993, 1996). Organisms repair DsBs by 
hDr and non-homologous end joining (nhEJ). In hDr, a 
highly similar sequence in the genome is used as a template 
for repair and depending on similarity of the sequence used 
changes to the repaired cite might be introduced. In nhEJ, 
the broken DnA ends rejoin, often imprecisely, thereby 
introducing nucleotide changes at the target site [reviewed 
in (Waterworth et al. 2011)]. These conserved pathways 
can be used to change the sequence at the target region, 
including introduction of small insertions and/or deletions, 
or the insertion of a gene or tags.

One means to introduce a DsB exploits rare cutting 
meganucleases such as I-SceI (Puchta et al. 1993, 1996). 
moreover, introducing the I-SceI recognition sequence in 
both the gene targeting vector and the target site (Fauser 
et al. 2012) further improves the efficiency of hr. how-
ever, newly developed genome surveying and editing pro-
teins, such as chimeric nucleases, can be designed to target 

any sequence for binding and introduction of a DsB, thus 
eliminating the need to introduce a recognition site. so 
far there is no major limitation as to which sequence can 
be targeted, although epigenetic state of the target region 
might pose difficulties.

Zinc fingers: pioneer engineered DNA‑binding proteins

Precision genetic modification requires the ability to tar-
get DsBs (and other modifications) by engineering a pro-
tein that targets a specific DnA-binding site. The first such 
engineered DnA-binding proteins included Zinc finger 
(ZF) proteins. Each ZF motif consists of about 30 amino 
acids that fold into a ββα-structure, in which the Zn2+ ion 
stabilises the conserved cys2his2 residues (Fig. 1a). When 
binding to DnA, an α-helix of the ZF inserts into the major 
groove and each ZF interacts with three base pairs (Pav-
letich and Pabo 1991). To generate artificial proteins that 
bind to a defined sequence, researchers identified natural 
fingers with different triplet specificities and generated arti-
ficial fingers targeting gnn, cnn, Ann and Tnn triplets 
[reviewed in (Wilson et al. 2013)]. however, ZFs may bind 
in a context-dependent and unpredictable fashion, requiring 
iterative selection to get ZF arrays with the desired speci-
ficity (Joung and sander 2013). nevertheless, many endog-
enous loci have been targeted at high frequencies using 
Zinc Finger nucleases (ZFns) in Arabidopsis (De Pater 
et al. 2009; Even-Faitelson et al. 2011; lloyd et al. 2005), 
tobacco (Townsend et al. 2009) and maize (shukla et al. 
2009). The reader may refer to recent reviews on this topic 
(Urnov et al. 2010; Weinthal et al. 2010).

FokI and development of chimeric nucleases

generation of a site-specific DsB also requires a nuclease 
such as the FokI restriction endonuclease. FokI is a type 
IIs restriction endonuclease isolated from Flavobacterium 
okeanokoites. In nature, it recognises the non-palindromic 
pentadeoxyribonucleotide 5′-ggATg-3′:5′-cATcc-3′ in 
duplex DnA and cuts the two DnA strands 9 and 13 bases 
downstream from the target sequence, generating four-base, 
5′ overhangs (sugisaki and Kanazawa 1981). FokI contains 
two separable domains, a 41-kDa n-terminal DnA-binding 
domain and a 25-kDa c-terminal domain with non-specific 
DnA-cleavage activity that requires mg2+ (li et al. 1992). 
cleavage of DnA requires dimerisation of the FokI cleav-
age domain (Bitinaite et al. 1998; smith et al. 2000; Vana-
mee et al. 2001), which may release the sequestered cata-
lytic domain (Bitinaite et al. 1998).

The modular nature of FokI allowed construction of chi-
meric restriction enzymes with novel sequence-specificities. 
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For example, ZFns typically consist of three to four ZFs 
(binding module) and the FokI non-specific nuclease 
domain (Fig. 1c). The FokI dimerisation requirement has 
been exploited by generating two independent chimeric 
proteins targeting adjacent locations that must occur in the 
correct orientation and appropriate spacing to permit dimer 
formation for cleavage (Fig. 1d) (Urnov et al. 2010). ZFn 
pairs containing the FokI nuclease domain function most 
efficiently when their binding sites are separated by pre-
cisely 6 bp (Bibikova et al. 2001).

The use of two chimeric nucleases targeting an adjacent 
location increases the target binding specificity. For exam-
ple, one ZFn targeting 9 nt and the other one targeting an 
adjacent 9 nt sequence increase the target specificity to 
18 nt as DnA cleavage requires interaction of FokI cleav-
age domains of the two ZFns. With such arrangements it 
is possible to target a unique region in most genomes and 
eliminate off-target mutations. however, generation and 
delivery of two constructs increase the workload and reduce 
the targeting efficiency. Using two FokI domains attached 
by a flexible linker to a single DnA-binding protein still 

allows cleavage of double-stranded DnA, eliminating the 
need for a second protein (minczuk et al. 2008). mono-
meric nucleases or nickases have also been used in Pgm 
(Beurdeley et al. 2013; gabsalilow et al. 2013).

Transcription activator‑like effectors

To target nucleases and other DnA-modifying enzymes, 
researchers have harnessed the modular DnA-binding abil-
ity of Transcription Activator-like Effectors (TAlEs) to 
generate specific DnA-binding proteins. TAlEs were iden-
tified from Xanthomonas pathogens, which inject TAlEs 
into plants, where they modulate expression of plant genes 
to promote infection (Fig. 2). A central repeat domain in 
the TAlE mediates DnA recognition and each repeat binds 
specifically to a single nucleotide. rearrangement of these 
repeats allows the user to assemble an engineered protein 
to recognise a specific target DnA sequence. The binding 
domain of TAlEs, in conjunction with functional domains 
(fused to the c-terminus) derived from other enzymes such 

A B C

D

Fig. 1  Zinc finger proteins and zinc finger nucleases in engineering 
genomes. a A typical zinc finger chelating a zinc ion (black circle in 
centre). b A zinc finger binding to a triplet DnA nucleotide. multiple 
zinc fingers can be joined into a functional array targeting any desired 
sequence for binding. c Three zinc finger domains fused to a FokI 
cleavage domain forming a zinc finger nuclease (ZFn). The recog-

nition site of the ZFn is nine base pairs, where each finger contrib-
utes in binding to a precise triplet. d Two ZFns binding on comple-
mentary strands, allowing the FokI cleavage domain to dimerise and 
cleave the double-stranded DnA. cleavage site is the six base pair 
spacer between the two ZFn recognition sites. Figure is adapted and 
modified from miller et al. (2007) and Urnov et al. (2010)
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as nucleases, methylases or repressors, has the potential to 
be used in genome editing and gene regulation approaches.

Discovery and characterisation of TALEs

The AvrBs3 effector of Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesi-
catoria triggers plant defences when the corresponding 
plant resistance (r) gene Bs3 is present in pepper [Cap-
sicum annuum; (Boch and Bonas 2010; Bonas et al. 
1989)]. comparison of avrBs3 and its X. oryzae pv. oryzae 
homolog avrXa10 revealed that TAlEs have central tandem 
repeats, which can vary in number and length (schornack 
et al. 2013). The sequence of these repeats varies, mainly 
at amino acids 12 and 13 (hopkins et al. 1992) (Fig. 3). 
Fusion of effectors to reporter genes revealed that the mem-
bers of this large family of homologs in Xanthomonas sp. 
contain an nls (nuclear localization signal) in the c-ter-
minus, localising them to the plant nucleus (Yang and 
gabriel 1995; Van den Ackerveken et al. 1996). Addition-
ally, deletion of c-terminal fragments, which are probably 
acidic activation domains, from AvrXa10 and AvrBs3 indi-
cated that they are essential for triggering plant defences 
(Fig. 3). Deletions in the n-terminus of AvrBs3 hindered its 
transport to the plant cells, indicating that the translocation 
signal for the bacterial type-III secretion system is located 
in front of the tandem repeat region (rossier et al. 1999; 
szurek et al. 2002) (Fig. 3).

The clue to the function of these effectors in the plant 
nucleus came from the identification of a common con-
served DnA motif called the upa-box or EBE (Effector 
Binding Element) bound by AvrBs3 located in the pro-
moter region of some pepper genes up-regulated and down-
regulated in response to X. campestris pv. vesicatoria (Kay 
et al. 2007; marois et al. 2002; römer et al. 2007). These 
EBEs correspond to the repetitive core region of the TAlE 
proteins. modification of the sequence or number of the 
33–34 amino acid repeats causes the TAlE to bind dif-
ferent DnA sequences. Thus, the central tandem repeats 
determine which DnA sequence will be recognised and 
deletions or rearrangements of these repeats in the protein 
can modify the binding specificity.

Engineering the TALE DNA‑binding code

The variation in the amino acid sequence of the TAlE 
repeats occur mainly at positions 12 and 13 (hopkins 
et al. 1992), being designated as rVDs (repeat Variable 
Diresidues). subsequently, It was determined that each 
rVD recognises a single base in the target sequence, and 
the binding preferences of individual rVDs were estab-
lished experimentally and computationally (Boch et al. 
2009; moscou and Bogdanove 2009). The most frequently 
occurring rVDs in nature are amino acids nI (bind-
ing to adenosine), ng (thymidine), nn (guanosine) and 

Fig. 2  Discovery of Xanthomonas TAl effectors and the proposed 
mode of action of AvrBs3. AvrBs3 TAl effector protein is secreted 
into the plant cell via a Type III secretion system. The internal natural 
nuclear localization signal of AvrBs3 leads to import to the nucleus, 
where this TAlE searches for the base pair sequence recognised by 
the internal rVD structure of the DnA binding region. Upon bind-
ing of the TAl effector to its recognised EBE-box (Effector Binding 

Element), also known as upa-box, transcription is initiated, leading to 
physiological effects in the infected plant cell such as hypertrophy. 
Plant resistance to Xanthomonas derives from resistance (R) genes 
having a similar EBE-box and mimicking the natural TAlE target 
site. This leads to enhanced expression of R genes upon infection. 
This figure is adapted and modified from Kay and Bonas (Kay and 
Bonas 2009)
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hD (cystidine). however, the nn rVDs can also bind to 
adenine and the nh rVDs are highly specific for guanine 
(streubel et al. 2012). secondary structure prediction of 
complete AvrBs3 TAl effectors revealed a conserved struc-
ture of two α-helices flanking a loop domain in each repeat 
(Boch and Bonas 2010; schornack et al. 2006). This loop 
domain harbours the rVD and allows it to access the DnA 
double helix. crystal structures of TAl effectors bound to 
their targets supported the model that TAlEs form a super-
helical structure wrapping around the DnA at 11 rVDs per 
helix turn (Deng et al. 2012; mak et al. 2012), allowing 
the rVD to face into the middle of the helix and thereby 
interact with the DnA bases (schornack et al. 2006). The 
12th residue stabilises the structure of the binding domain 
by interacting with residue number 8, and the 13th residue 
specifically interacts with the base (Deng et al. 2012; mak 
et al. 2012). This protein–DnA interface does not require 
interaction with any specific host factor (Boch and Bonas 
2010).

Using TALEs to activate or repress transcription

TAlEs naturally activate plant genes; however, rearrang-
ing and assembling the tandem repeats allow researchers 

to modulate the binding and sequence specificity of TAl 
effectors. Furthermore, the flexibility of these proteins 
allows c-terminal fusions of different domains, enabling 
known DnA modifying enzymes to be precisely bound and 
function at the target. Although TAlEs have a natural acti-
vation domain, engineered versions generally include an 
activation domain from the herpes simplex virus VP16, or 
an artificial tetrameric repeat of the VP16 minimal activa-
tion domain, termed VP64 (Boch 2011; miller et al. 2011). 
An engineered TAlE-TF (TAlE-Transcription Factor) was 
able to increase the transcription of three independent nor-
mally silent genes in human hEK293T cells (Perez-Pinera 
et al. 2013a). Furthermore, several TAlE-TFs targeting dif-
ferent regions in the same promoters act synergistically to 
activate gene expression (Bultmann et al. 2012; gao et al. 
2013; geissler et al. 2011; maeder et al. 2013b; Zhang 
et al. 2011).

TAlE-TFs have been effectively used to activate gene 
transcription in plants. For example, TAlE-TFs based 
on TAlEs from X. campestris pv. armoraciae could up-
regulate a reporter gene when transiently expressed in N. 
benthamina leaf cells (Boch et al. 2009). TAlE-TFs based 
on AvrBs3 were also used for targeted activation of the 
endogenous Arabidopsis genes EGL3 and KNAT1 (lin-
coln et al. 1994; morbitzer et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2003). 

Fig. 3  Typical domain structure 
of a Xanthomonas TAlE and 
its DnA binding specificity. 
single base recognition by a 34 
a.a. motif differing in the 12th 
and 13th a.a. (repeat Variable 
Di-residue, rVD) in the DnA 
binding domain. Each rVD 
combination leads to different 
nucleotide preferentially bound 
to the motif. rearrangement of 
the individual rVDs leads to a 
custom recognition sequence 
allowing binding to almost any 
target sequence
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recently, TAlE-TFs were also used to increase Xan-
thomonas resistance in susceptible rice cultivars (li et al. 
2013c). The rice resistance gene Xa27, activated by the 
AvrBs3 homologous avirulence protein Avr27 from X. ory-
zae pv. oryzae, has a susceptible allele termed xa27. This 
allele lacks the EBE and is thus not activated by AvrXa27 
(gu et al. 2005). however, a TAlE-TF binding to the xa27 
promoter region could activate transcription and trigger 
defence mechanisms leading to pathogen resistance (li 
et al. 2013c).

An alternative approach to induce plant defences is 
to incorporate EBEs into the promoter regions of key R 
genes. R genes involved in Xanthomonas infection are nor-
mally recognised by a single TAlE that is produced by a 
specific Xanthomonas strain. consequently, adding dif-
ferent EBEs recognised by different TAl effectors into a 
single promoter will expand the resistance of a plant spe-
cies (römer et al. 2009). For example, introduction of six 
EBEs in the promoter region of the rice gene Xa27, includ-
ing three EBEs recognised by TAlEs from X. oryzae pv 
oryzae PX099A and three from Bls256, broadened rice 
resistance upon infection by any of the corresponding path-
ogens (hummel et al. 2012). however, the possibility to 
use TAlEs for other traits remains to be explored, although 
their application in other fields, like synthetic biology, is 
increasing steadily (Blount et al. 2012).

Transcription activator-like effectors fused to known 
repressor domains can also repress transcription, as shown 
in mammalian and yeast cells (Blount et al. 2012; cong 
et al. 2012), bacteria (Politz et al. 2013) and Drosophila 
(crocker and stern 2013). In plants, an AvrBs3-like effec-
tor protein (hax3 from X. camprestris pv. armoraciaceae) 
fused to the plant transcription repressor domain srDX 
specifically targeting RD29A caused a strong reduction 
in RD29A expression (mahfouz et al. 2012). Therefore, 
TAlEs provide broadly applicable tools to modify gene 
expression in plants.

Using TALE nucleases (TALENs) for genome editing

When fused to a nuclease domain, TAlEs can be used to 
induce DsBs in the DnA (christian et al. 2010). TAlEns, 
a pair of TAlEs each fused to the catalytic domain of FokI, 
provide more flexible and efficient tools than ZFns (Beumer 
et al. 2013; chen et al. 2013) and have been used for genome 
editing in many organisms (supplementary Table 1). here, 
two individual TAlEns are targeted to bind to the opposite 
strands at any desired location. DnA cleavage occurs upon 
binding of both TAlEns and interaction of the FokI domains 
leading to DsB. subsequent host DnA repair by nhEJ can 
produce insertions or deletions at the cleavage site (Puchta 
and hohn 2010; shan et al. 2013a). These DsBs can further 

alter gene expression by targeting the promoter region, exon, 
intron or enhancers. In contrast, inserting DnA fragments by 
hDr can be used to produce more precise alterations (miller 
et al. 2011) (supplementary Table 1).

The feasibility of using TAlEns to modify plant 
genomes was first demonstrated in transient experiments in 
N. benthamiana (mahfouz and li 2011). The authors fused 
a reporter gene downstream of a target construct containing 
two EBEs flanking a stop codon. Agroinfiltration-mediated 
delivery of the two TAlEns recognising these EBEs led 
to deletion of the stop codon mediated by DsB resulting 
in activated reporter gene expression. This confirmed that 
TAlEns can be used to induce deletions/modifications 
in plants. It was also shown that endogenous loci can be 
targeted (cermak et al. 2011; mahfouz and li 2011). In 
Brachypodium, it was demonstrated that eight different 
pairs of TAlEns targeting eight endogenous genes were 
generating indels with an efficiency between 5 to 100 % 
(shan et al. 2013a). Furthermore, the repertory of TAlE-
mediated knock-outs in Arabidopsis has been expanded 
recently (christian et al. 2013).

Furthermore, TAlEns can be used to alter pathogen 
resistance (li et al. 2012). In rice, the TAl effector proteins 
AvrXa7 or PthXo3 (produced by X. oryzae pv. oryzae) acti-
vate the rice susceptibility gene Os11N3 (also called OsS-
weet14). TAlEns targeting the EBE that is bound by these 
pathogen effectors on the Os11N3 promoter lead to resistance 
to X. oryzae pv. oryzae in the homozygous transgenic rice 
plants. Of 40 X. oryzae pv. oryzae strains collected world-
wide, 32 are inducing this susceptibility gene, but rice germ-
plasm lacks polymorphisms that prevent Os11N3 induction. 
Therefore, the TAlE-based approach allows researchers to 
generate resistance in crops that lack natural variability.

In addition, TAlEns have been used for gene insertions 
by hDr in mammalian (hockemeyer et al. 2011; Yan et al. 
2013; Zu et al. 2013) and plant cells (Zhang et al. 2013). In 
tobacco, co-delivery of a pair of TAlEns and a donor dsDnA 
with homology to the ALS (acetolactate synthase) locus 
flanking YFP (yellow fluorescent protein) generated fusions 
between the ALS genes SurA and SurB to YFP. Depending 
on the length of the homology region, the integration effi-
ciency ranged from 0.2 to 14 %. Furthermore, it was shown 
that simultaneous expression of two pairs of TAlEns induces 
large genomic deletions in tobacco, proving the applicability 
of large gene deletions in plants (Zhang et al. 2013).

Disadvantages of the TALE system

novel TAlEs which are active in vitro sometimes have 
low or no activity in vivo (meckler et al. 2013). more pre-
cise knowledge of the TAl–DnA interaction will improve 
downstream applications and target site predictions. It was 
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demonstrated that TAlE binding efficiencies depend on the 
recognition code and on the combination and position of the 
rVDs (meckler et al. 2013; streubel et al. 2012). Therefore, 
TAlE design should avoid stretches of weak rVDs or rep-
etitions of the same rVD (streubel et al. 2012). similarly, 
rVDs located closer to the n-terminus contribute more to 
the binding efficiency than rVDs in the c-terminus (meckler 
et al. 2013); therefore, between 3 and 4 mismatches can be 
tolerated in the 3′ end of the binding site (garg et al. 2012). 
This increases the probability of off-target effects (mussolino 
et al. 2011) or false-positives (noël et al. 2013). currently, 
there are four bio-informatic tools available as web interface 
and/or standalone software for searching genomes for TAl 
effector-binding sites (Target Finder from TAlE-nT 2.0, 
Talvez, Storyteller, TAlgetter, reviewed in noël et al. 2013). 
however, these tools require improvement to accurately pre-
dict activity of TAlEs in vivo (chen et al. 2013).

The chromatin context of the target EBE may also 
affect TAlEs activity. 5-methylated cytosine (5mc) and 
histone acetylation could potentially prevent binding of 
TAlE/TAlEns and result in the inability to activate genes 
(Bultmann et al. 2012) or to induce mutations (chen et al. 
2013). 5mc is found in about 70 % of cpg sites in plants, 
particularly in cpg islands in promoters and proximal 
exons (Vanyushin and Ashapkin 2011). Therefore, epige-
netic modifiers used along with TAlEs (Bultmann et al. 
2012) and the repeat n* (instead of hD) may allow TAlEs 
to recognize methylated cytosine (Valton et al. 2012).

The repetitive DnA-binding domains allow TAlEs to 
bind a specific sequence. Although generation of desired 
repeats and TAlE/TAlEns as well as cloning into the sup-
plied vectors are straightforward using the golden gate kit 
(cermak et al. 2011, available from Addgene), in certain 
cases Pcr amplifications are necessary to clone the assem-
bled repeats into user specific vectors. Pcr amplification 
of such repetitive DnAs may fail or generate undesired 
deletions or artefact products (supplementary Figure 1) 
(hommelsheim, c.m., Frantzeskakis, l., huang, m. and 
Ülker, B., manuscript is submitted). Therefore, cloning of 
TAlEs may require special attention.

continued improvement of the utility of TAlEs in Pgm 
will incorporate new insights into TAl–DnA interactions 
into prediction tools, discover plant genes regulated by nat-
ural TAlEs and identify novel rVDs with high specificity, 
to minimise off-target associated problems. Also, accom-
panying methods to increase target locus accessibility will 
further improve TAlE performance in vivo.

The CRISPR/Cas9 RNA‑guided DNA cleavage system

recent work established the rnA-guided DnA target-
ing crIsPr/cas (clustered regularly Interspaced short 

Palindromic repeats/crIsPr associated) system for 
genomic engineering (Fig. 4). crIsPrs were identified in 
E. coli as unusual structures consisting of an array of 29 nt 
repeats separated by unique 32 nt spacer sequences (Ishino 
et al. 1987). The spacer sequences derive from extra-chro-
mosomal elements or bacteriophage DnA (Barrangou et al. 
2007; Bolotin et al. 2005; mojica et al. 2005) thus it was 
demonstrated that this system serves as an innate heritable 
adaptive bacterial immune system (Barrangou et al. 2007; 
Deveau et al. 2008; garneau et al. 2010). Of the three main 
crIsPr/cas types (makarova et al. 2011), only the type-II 
system has been used to develop rnA-guided gene target-
ing and genome editing tools.

During the immune reaction the crIsPr locus is tran-
scribed into a long pre-crrnA (crIsPr rnA) which is 
then processed into a library of short crrnAs by cas6 in 
type-I and type-III systems (Brouns et al. 2008; carte et al. 
2008, 2010; hatoum-Aslan et al. 2011; haurwitz et al. 
2010) or by a housekeeping rnAseIII and the protein cas9 
in type-II systems. In the type-II system, also another rnA 
called the tracrrnA (trans-activating crrnA), encoded 
on the anti-sense strand upstream of the crIsPr array, 
functions in processing (Deltcheva et al. 2011). Part of 
the tracrrnA is complementary to the pre-crrnA repeat 
regions, thus inducing cleavage by cas9/rnAseIII com-
plex. After cleavage, the mature crrnA comprises a 20-nt 
guide sequence derived from the spacer and a 19- to 22-nt 
sequence derived from the repeat of the crIsPr array. 
The tracrrnA stays attached to the crrnA, forming a loop 
structure at the 3′ end (Deltcheva et al. 2011) (Fig. 4).

After processing, each crrnA can be bound by cas 
proteins, which scan for complementary DnA sequences. 
If it finds complementary DnA sequences (like phage or 
extra-chromosomal DnA), the crrnA forms a rnA:DnA 
duplex (r-loop) that leads to induction of double-strand 
breaks by the cas protein(s). One subtype, the type-IIIB 
system, interestingly targets and cleaves rnA in vitro and 
in vivo (hale et al. 2009, 2012).

Binding and cleaving in the type-I and type-II sys-
tems requires the PAm (protospacer adjacent motif), the 
sequence adjacent to the targeted DnA, either upstream in 
type-I, or downstream in type-II systems (Fig. 5) (Deveau 
et al. 2008; gasiunas et al. 2012; Jinek et al. 2012; mojica 
et al. 2009; sapranauskas et al. 2011; sinkunas et al. 2013; 
Westra et al. 2012b). While in type-I and type-III systems, 
large protein complexes bind and cleave foreign DnA 
(summarised in (Westra et al. 2012a; Wiedenheft et al. 
2012), in the type-II system, binding and cleavage require 
only the cas9 endonuclease, the processed tracrrnA and 
crrnA in vivo and in vitro (gasiunas et al. 2012; Jinek 
et al. 2012; sapranauskas et al. 2011) (Fig. 5).

cas9 endonucleases have two distinct magnesium-
dependent cleavage domains. Upon cleavage, an r-loop is 
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formed, letting the ruvc domain cut the single stranded 
non-complementary DnA strand and the hnh domain 
cleave the double-stranded complementary strand 3 base 
pairs upstream of the PAm sequence (gasiunas et al. 2012; 
Jinek et al. 2012; sapranauskas et al. 2011).

The type‑II S. pyogenes CRISPR/Cas System

In the crIsPr/cas system of the human pathogen Strep-
tococcus pyogenes, the PAm consists of only two nucleo-
tides (5′-ngg-3′; Jinek et al. 2012). Further, this system 
can be dramatically simplified because a single guide rnA 
(sgrnA) can mimic the natural loop structure and replace 
the tracrrnA and crrnA (Jinek et al. 2012) (Fig. 5). here, 

the first 20 bp at the 5′ end of the sgrnA function as the 
guiding sequence, detecting complementary DnA regions. 
Expressing cas9 and sgrnA(s) produces genetic modi-
fications via the induction of DsB by cas9, followed by 
error-prone nhEJ or more precise hDr. With a codon-
optimised version of the S. pyogenes cas9 this system has 
been used to modify or knock-out genes in many animal 
systems (supplemental Table 1) and, recently, in plant cells 
(Feng et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2013b; li et al. 2013b; mao 
et al. 2013; miao et al. 2013; nekrasov et al. 2013; shan 
et al. 2013b; Xie and Yang 2013). moreover, this system 
effectively targets heterochromatin in Drosophila (Yu et al. 
2013) and cas9 cleavage is not affected by DnA methyla-
tion (hsu et al. 2013). Indeed, in human pluripotent stem 
cells, the crIsPr/cas system could target genes that could 

Fig. 4  crIsPr/cas rnA-mediated DnA cleavage in bacte-
rial immunity. The crIsPr/cas type-II bacterial immune reac-
tion, which can be divided into immunisation and interference 
processes. In immunisation, after a phage attack or invasion of an 
extra-chromosomal element (grey bacterial and phage figure), the 
crIsPr/cas machinery (clustered regularly interspaced short palin-
dromic repeats/crIsPr associated) recognises foreign DnA. Foreign 
sequences are cleaved downstream of a PAm (protospacer adjacent 
motif) sequence (in Streptococcus pyogenes 5′-ngg-3′) and inte-
grated into the crIsPr locus, probably by cas1, cas2 and csn2, 
leading to immunisation. The crIsPr locus is composed of an array 
of unique spacer sequences derived from foreign DnA elements and 
identical repeat sequences. In front of each array there is a leader 
sequence serving as transcription start site and the cas genes impor-
tant for the immune reaction. mostly upstream of the cas genes, but 
on the opposite strand, there are also the tracrrnA (trans-activating 
crrnA) coding sequences. Interference starts with transcription of 

the crIsPr locus into a long pre-crrnA (crIsPr rnA) and of the 
tracrrnA, which is partially complementary to the repeat sequence 
on the pre-crrnA, leading to rnA duplex formation. During pro-
cessing, the precrrnA bound by the tracrrnA is cleaved by an rnA-
seIII (blue oval) and cas9 into a library of short crrnAs:tracrrnA 
oligos. cas9 binds these crrnA:tracrrnA duplexes consisting of 
20-nt guiding sequences derived from former spacers of the crIsPr 
array and of 19- to 22 nt sequences derived from repeat areas. The 
repeat derived section of the crrnA is still bound by the tracrrnA 
and stays attached during the immune reaction. After forming a com-
plex with the crrnA:tracrrnA, cas9 scans the DnA for complemen-
tary sequences. Upon detection of a complementary sequence having 
the PAm downstream of the target site, an r-loop (rnA:DnA base 
pairing) (see Fig. 5) is formed between the 20-nt guiding sequence 
and the proto-spacer of the foreign DnA followed by cleavage and 
destruction of foreign elements by cas9
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not be mutated using TAlEns (Ding et al. 2013). Further-
more, the crIsPr/cas system has a higher mutation rate 
and less toxicity than ZFn (Fujii et al. 2013).

The crIsPr system can be used to edit multiple sites 
(multiplex engineering) or delete larger fragments using 
several sgrnAs because cas9 requires only the sgrnA as 
guide to determine the target and the PAm to induce DsB 
(chang et al. 2013; cong et al. 2013; gratz et al. 2013; 
Jao et al. 2013; li et al. 2013b; mali et al. 2013b; shan 
et al. 2013b). In mouse cells, five different loci could be 
targeted at once using five sgrnAs (Wang et al. 2013). 
The same mechanisms also enable insertions of DnA frag-
ments, either by single or double cleavage followed by 
hDr (chang et al. 2013; cong et al. 2013; gratz et al. 
2013; mali et al. 2013b; Wang et al. 2013). Addition of tags 
or marker gene fusions to a gene of interest has also been 
shown in mice and human (ran et al. 2013; Yang et al. 
2013) (supplemental Table 2).

In addition to genomic modifications, a catalytically 
dead version of cas9 (dcas9) lacking endonuclease activity 
can affect gene expression. dcas9 does not cleave dsDnA, 
but binds to DnA, guided by the sgrnA(s). Upon binding, 

dcas9 can “hide” transcription start sites or cis-elements 
or block transcript elongation by binding to OrFs of the 
non-template strand (sense strand), thereby repressing gene 
expression, as shown in human cells, bacteria and yeast 
(Bikard et al. 2013; Farzadfard et al. 2013; Qi et al. 2013). 
Furthermore, dcas9 can be fused to activation or repression 
domains and modulate expression of one or several genes 
in parallel (cheng et al. 2013; Farzadfard et al. 2013; gil-
bert et al. 2013; maeder et al. 2013a; Perez-Pinera et al. 
2013b) (supplemental Table 2).

The sgrnA must be expressed from a fixed transcrip-
tion start and end site to produce an optimal sgrnA struc-
ture. The rnA III polymerase U6 promoter produces a 
small nucleolar rnA (snornA) transcript with an anno-
tated transcription start site, only requiring a guanine as 
the first nucleotide of the rnA transcript and a termination 
signal of several thymines in a row (Fig. 6). Expression of 
sgrnAs from this promoter allows researchers to produce 
short rnAs lacking secondary terminator structures or a 
polyadenylation site (Brummelkamp et al. 2002; miyagishi 
and Taira 2002; Waibel and Filipowicz 1990; Wakiyama 
et al. 2005).

A

B

C

Fig. 5  cas9 protein scanning to find DnA sequence complemen-
tary to the guide rnA. In contrast to the naturally occurring duplex 
of crrnA:tracrrnA (crIsPr rnA/trans-activating crIsPr rnA) 
bound by cas9 in S. pyogenes (b), both rnAs can be replaced by a 
single guide rnA (sgrnA) that mimics the natural loop structure of 
crrnA:tracrrnA (a, c). combining the necessary regions that allow 
crrnA and tracrrnA to guide the cas9 protein produces a mini-
mal scaffold (blue letters) for the sgrnA which were shown to be 
also active (Jinek et al. 2012). An extended, more active version of 
the sgrnA scaffold (blue letters) can also be used (a). Binding and 
cleaving by cas9 depends on the 20-bp-long target region (red let-

ters) and the PAm (protospacer adjacent motif) sequence 5′-ngg-3′ 
downstream of the target site (black letters). When using cas9 tech-
nique-based genome engineering in eukaryotic systems, the sgrnA 
is expressed by rnA polymerase III U6 promoters, with a guanine 
(g in red letters) as the first transcribed nucleotide. Therefore, tar-
geting depends on a sequence of 5′-gn19-ngg-3′. Upon binding of 
the sgrnA/cas9 complex to complementary DnA regions leading to 
formation of an r-loop, the ruvc domain of cas9 cleaves the single-
stranded DnA strand and the hnh domain cleaves the rnA:DnA 
duplex strand (black scissors)
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Using the CRISPR/Cas system for genomic engineering

recently, several groups have used the crIsPr/cas sys-
tem for targeted genome editing in crops such as rice and 
wheat, and model plants such as A. thaliana and N. bentha-
miana (Feng et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2013b; li et al. 2013b; 
mao et al. 2013; miao et al. 2013; nekrasov et al. 2013; 
shan et al. 2013b; Xie and Yang 2013). crIsPr/cas sys-
tems produce relatively high mutation rates. For example, 
PEg-based protoplast transformation of rice and wheat 
with cas9 and sgrnAs targeting various genes including 
Phytoene Desaturase (PDS) resulted in mutagenesis effi-
ciencies of 15–38 % (shan et al. 2013b) or 3–8 % (Xie and 
Yang 2013) (supplementary Table 2). Particle bombard-
ment of callus tissue led to mutation rates around 7–9 % 
(shan et al. 2013b). In another study, PEg-based protoplast 

transformations of Arabidopsis and N. benthamiana and 
targeting various endogenous genes including PDS pro-
duced mutation efficiencies between 1 and 7 % (Arabidop-
sis) or around 38 % (N. benthamiana; li et al. 2013b).

By contrast, agroinfiltration of crIsPr constructs tar-
geting PDS in N. benthamiana leaves only led to mutation 
frequencies between 2.7 and 4.8 % (li et al. 2013b) or 
2.1 %, respectively (nekrasov et al. 2013).

In addition to single modifications, crIsPr/cas sys-
tems can be used for multiplex genome editing in plant 
cells. Using either a sgrnA with two identical target sites 
in two loci or two sgrnAs with distinct target sites in one 
gene can produce mutations at all sites in Arabidopsis pro-
toplasts. The single sgrnA produced mutation frequencies 
of around 2.5 % and the two sgrnAs produced deletions 
between the two cleavage sites with a frequency of 7.7 % 

Fig. 6  single guide rnA expression system with the U6-26 snrnA 
promoter and termination signal. guide rnAs can be delivered to 
plant cells as in vitro synthesised rnA, commercially obtained syn-
thetic rnAs or as DnA expression constructs. Expression of guide 
rnAs from DnA templates requires carefully selected promoter and 
terminator sequences. Eukaryotic rnA polymerase III transcribed 
U6-1/U6-26 snrnAs have accurate transcription start and termina-
tion sites. A highly conserved upstream sequence element (UsE) and 
a well-defined TATA box on the promoter region are key determi-
nants for these genes to be transcribed by PolIII. Transcripts under 
the regulation of the U6-1/U6-26 promoters and terminators all start 

with a g at the 5′ end and four T’s at the 3′ end, and lack polyA tails. 
Expression constructs that make use of eight T’s at the 3′ end of the 
construct without further extension to the terminator region have been 
also successfully used as termination signals. guide rnA transcripts 
are thought to form a special secondary structure that plays a key role 
in recognition and binding by cas9. The first 20 nucleotides at the 5′ 
of the rnA transcript form the actual guide sequence that pairs with 
the corresponding complementary DnA sequence which then leads to 
sequential cleavage of both the guide rnA bound and the unbound 
DnA strands by the hnh and ruvc nuclease domains
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(li et al. 2013b). In addition, transgenic Arabidopsis lines 
were generated using two sgrnAs targeting the same gene. 
Both sites were targeted with a frequency of 74 %; also, 
26 % of these had deletions between the two target sites 
showing that crIsPr/cas systems can produce deletions 
in plants (mao et al. 2013).

In addition to deletions, crIsPr/cas has been used for 
other applications in plants. For example, gene replacement 
by hDr using dsDnA with homology arms was demon-
strated in N. benthamiana protoplasts and Arabidopsis seed-
lings. Integration of the DnA oligonucleotide occurred in 
10–18 % of events (Feng et al. 2013; li et al. 2013b; mao 
et al. 2013). Further, crIsPr/cas systems can be used to 
generate stable lines. For example, targeting two Arabidop-
sis genes that lead to a severe phenotype when knocked-out 
(BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1 and GIBBERELLIC 
ACID INSENSITIVE) produced T1 progeny showing the 
expected phenotype of dwarfed growth. Targeting YOUNG 
SEEDLING ALBINO in rice caused colourless albino prog-
eny (Feng et al. 2013). Furthermore, targeting two rice genes 
with severe phenotypes produced biallelic genome editing 
in rice with frequencies between 13 % (LAZY1) and 50 % 
(CHLOROPHYLL A OXYGENASE 1) (miao et al. 2013).

The high variation seen for the mutation efficiencies in 
using the crIsPr/cas system in plant cells can be partly 

explained with the biased mutation rate determination 
systems (either sUrVEYOr or amplification/restriction 
analysis). On the other hand, the type of codon-optimisa-
tion as well as the structure of the sgrnA’s scaffold seems 
to be important factors, affecting the mutation rate (Belhaj 
et al. 2013). This shows that the system is not as easily 
adaptable as previously assumed because many factors 
are influencing the cas9 cleavage efficiencies and thus 
acquired mutation rates. however, in generating stable 
lines higher mutation rates seem to be achievable. more 
stable lines should be generated to gain further insight 
into the applicability of the crIsPr/cas system in plant 
cells.

Disadvantages of the CRISPR/Cas systems

non-specific binding can cause problems in the 
crIsPr/cas system, which tolerates mismatches depend-
ing on their position within the sgrnA, allowing cas9 to 
cleave off-target sequences. Although in mammalian sys-
tems cas9 causes a high degree of off-target effects (Fu 
et al. 2013; mali et al. 2013a; Pattanayak et al. 2013), the 
limited data in plants indicate fewer off-target effects, 
which have been detected in rice (shan et al. 2013b; Xie 

Fig. 7  Overview of possible Pgm applications. Different Pgm tech-
niques can be used depending on the intended modification (Table 1). 
The target sequence should be locus-specific to minimise off-target 
bindings and modifications. Blue sections nucleic acid modifica-
tion based on cleavage or nicking of the double-stranded DnA. All 
break-repair dependent modifications rely on cleavage by FokI dimers 
or cas9. These modifications use host repair mechanisms, such as 
non-homologous end joining (nhEJ), which produces small inser-
tions and deletions, or homology-dependent repair (hDr), which can 
incorporate donor templates into the genome. A pair of target sites in 
desired proximity can also be used in deleting small or large DnA 

fragments from genomes. Green sections gene regulation-based acti-
vating, repressing or epigenetic editing Pgms, obtained by different 
domain fusions. Fused activation domains can recruit the host tran-
scription machinery to the target site and initiate or enhance tran-
scription. Fused repression domains can decrease transcription. Fused 
DnA methylation or histone modification domains can alter epige-
netic modifications to modulate transcription and chromatin state. 
dcas9 is a mutant form of cas9 where the hnh and the ruvc nucle-
ase domains of the protein are mutated to enable dcAs9 perform 
other tasks than cleaving the DnA
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and Yang 2013), but not in Arabidopsis or N. benthamiana 
protoplasts yet (li et al. 2013b; nekrasov et al. 2013).

The targeting nucleotides adjacent to the PAm sequence, 
called the “seed” sequence, provide crucial specificity. 
In vitro experiments showed that at least 13 nucleotides 
upstream of the PAm must match perfectly between rnA 
and target DnA to induce cleavage, but up to six contiguous 
mismatches are tolerated in the 5′ end (Jinek et al. 2012). In 
human cells and bacteria, only the first 12 bp next to the PAm 
have to match to induce cleavage (cong et al. 2013; Jiang 
et al. 2013a). Accordingly, studies using dcas9 in human 
cells and bacteria showed no significant in vivo off-target 
effects by rnAseq (Jao et al. 2013; Qi et al. 2013) or micro-
array analysis (cheng et al. 2013). nonetheless, sgrnA/cas9 
can recognize and cleave sequences even if there are muta-
tions in the seed or PAm sequence (Fu et al. 2013; mali et al. 
2013a; Pattanayak et al. 2013). Thereby high concentrations 
of sgrnA/cas9 complexes cleave off-target sites at a higher 
rate. however, these off-target sites seem to be not cleaved 
when there is a limited supply of sgrnA/cas9 complexes 
(Fujii et al. 2013; hsu et al. 2013; Pattanayak et al. 2013). 
This suggests a tradeoff between activity and specificity; 
shorter, less-active sgrnAs can be used to provide higher 
specificity, as shown in human and mice cells (Fujii et al. 
2013; hsu et al. 2013; Pattanayak et al. 2013).

reduction of off-target effects may involve modifica-
tion of the current system or use of alternative crIsPr/cas 
systems. A simple extension of the sgrnA targeting 
sequence does not increase specificity (ran et al. 2013). 
however, similar to TAlEns, using two distinct sgrnAs 
but only one cas9 nicking enzyme can increase specificity 
by 50- to >1,500-fold compared to using one sgrnA (ran 
et al. 2013). In addition, the crIsPr/cas type-II system of 
Neisseria meningitides has been used for genome editing 
in human stem cells. This system requires a longer spacer 
sequence (24 nt) and a longer PAm sequence (5′-nnnn-
gATT-3′ or 5′-nnnngcTT-3′), potentially increasing its 
specificity (hou et al. 2013).

Comparison of PGM techniques

Pgm techniques can be used in many diverse applications. 
An overview of possible Pgm applications are illustrated in 
Fig. 7. The cas9 and TAlE systems can be more precise and 
effective than ZF Pgm systems. Especially the use of two 
TAlEns for editing increases target specificity and reduces 
off-target cleavages. In the TAlE/TAlEn system, each target 
site requires a specific TAlE/TAlEn, thus limiting editing 
of multiple sites at once. By contrast, the cas9 system uses 
a single protein with only a new designed short sgrnA for 
each site, thus facilitating multiplex applications. see Table 1 
for a more detailed comparison of the Pgm techniques.

Future prospects for PGM

non-transgenic genetic modifications

Transient delivery of Pgm proteins or their coding 
mrnAs might eliminate the need to transform plants with 
the DnA coding sequences of the Pgm enzymes. Pgm 
proteins or their coding mrnAs could be transiently trans-
fected to protoplasts, pollen, egg cells, cells in culture, 
or plant tissues. For example, microinjection of mrnAs 
encoding ZFns or TAlEns into cricket embryos effec-
tively targeted a transgene or endogenous gene for spe-
cific mutations (Watanabe et al. 2012). similar applica-
tions of mrnA injections have also been used in zebrafish, 
mice and rat (hwang et al. 2013; Jao et al. 2013; li et al. 
2013a). Viral delivery of rnA transcripts may also enable 
non-transgenic precision genome editing. Tobacco rat-
tle virus, an rnA virus, was used to deliver ZFns to tis-
sues and cells of intact plants and produced genome edited 
tobacco and petunia plants (marton et al. 2010). Alterna-
tively, transgenic lines carrying coding sequences for Pgm 
proteins under the control of an inducible promoter can 
be crossed with elite lines. After the desired modification 
occurs, the transgenes can be crossed out of the genetic 
background, leaving a non-transgenic line carrying the 
desired modification.

If no DnA integrates into the genome, the resulting 
plants would not be considered transgenic. The results 
would be analogous to chemical mutagenesis used to 
induce random mutations. mutagenesis requires selection 
or screening for a desired phenotype or specific mutations; 
with Pgm, the desired mutation can be rapidly introduced 
and identified. however, Pgm-based reverse genetics 
requires substantial understanding of the effects of specific 
mutations.

Other limits of Pgms

Precision genetic modification techniques offer high pre-
cision, but require a strong understanding of the sys-
tem to design the modifications of interest. however, the 
functions of many genes and the connections in complex 
regulatory networks remain unclear. Therefore, we can-
not always predict how to modulate a given pathway 
to produce a specific phenotype. Thus, we cannot alter 
many traits regulated by quantitative trait loci. classi-
cal plant breeding will still be necessary to select gene 
combinations that lead to desired phenotypes. similarly, 
the lack of sequence data from many crop species limits 
sequence-based targeting, alterations and prediction/analy-
sis of off-target effects. however, Pgms can improve our 
understanding of these complex systems, supplementing 
traditional breeding.
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Agronomic traits from other germplasms

loss of genetic variability because of extensive monocul-
turing of a limited number of crop varieties and difficulties 
and cost-intensive maintenance of genetic resources limits 
crop breeding. Also, most of the disease, pest and abiotic 

stress resistance genes occur in wild-type progenitors and 
old landraces. however, discovering and transferring 
these and other characters to elite crop varieties requires 
sequence information, bioinformatic analysis and asso-
ciated phenotypic data. With decreasing cost of genome 
sequencing and availability of better bioinformatics tools, 

Table 1  comparison of precision gene targeting and genome editing systems

a A single chimeric TAlEn containing two FokI cleavage domains separated by a short flexible linker was also shown to be functional (minc-
zuk et al. 2008)
b currently couple of thousand Euros for ZFn and TAlEns but expected to be couple of hundred Euros for cas9 and grnA
c naturally occurring protein
d Engineered version
e The zinc fingers were found to behave in a context-dependent and often unpredictable fashion requiring iterative selection to get ZF arrays 
with desired specificity (Joung and sander 2013)
f hsu et al. (2013), Pattanayak et al. (2013)
g Paired nicking induced by acas9 nickase mutant and paired single guide rnAs can reduce off-target activity by 50- to 1,500-fold in cell lines 
and facilitate gene knockouts in mouse zygotes (ran et al. 2013)
h multiplexing (targeting several locations in a given genome at once)
i requires mutation in either hnh or ruvc nuclease domain of the cas9
j A term used to indicate that epigenetic state of the target site can be manipulated by altering chromatin structure by using enzymes modifying 
histones or DnA

ZFns TAlEns cas9

Protein size (kDa) 40 105 160

components Two ZFns addressing two  
adjacent locations on DnA

Two TAlEns addressing two  
adjacent locations on DnAa

cas9 and sgrnA

Assembly Difficult and slow Was difficult and slow but now 
improved

Easy and rapid

costb high relatively high cheap

commercial source Yes Yes Yes

Public resources Zinc finger consortium,  
Addgene

Addgene (https:// 
www.addgene.org/)

Addgene

Target size (bp) 18–24d (2 × 9 or 2 × 12) 11–23c

22–48c (2 × 11–24)
20c

Target required to have gnn triplets or no specific  
requirementse

T at the 5′ (preferred) n20ngg
gn19ngg

Off-target high but can be reduced less but can be eliminated high but depends on the 
sgrnA structuref

Double nicking was also 
found to be effectiveg

multiplexingh Difficult Difficult Easy

Double-strand breaks Yes Yes Yes

nicking Yes (one FokI dimer is mutated) Yes (gabsalilow et al. 2013) Yesi

DsB induced mutations Yes Yes Yes

DsB induced large fragment  
insertions/deletions

Yes Yes Yes

DsB induced gene corrections  
using oligos

Yes Yes Yes

Tagging genes with epitopes  
and assayable markers

Yes Yes Yes

Activation of gene expression Yes Yes Only with dcas9

repression of gene expression Yes Yes Only with dcas9

Epigenetic editingj Yes Yes not yet

https://www.addgene.org/
https://www.addgene.org/
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we will be able to tap into this valuable information. 
Pgm techniques should allow researchers to make allelic 
changes in desired genes in modern lines using sequence 
information from old landraces or re-introduce the miss-
ing gene by hDr. Even sequences and genes from extinct 
plant species can be resurrected using Pgm techniques.

Engineering organellar genomes using PGMs

Transformation and engineering of chloroplast and mito-
chondria organelle genomes will improve our understand-
ing of organelle gene functions and enable engineering 
of metabolic pathways such as increasing photosynthetic 
output of c3 plants or altering the amount and content of 
organelle-produced metabolites. Other advantages include 
robust protein expression, high transgene copy number and 
no detected gene silencing (chong-Pérez and Angenon 
2013; Iamtham and Day 2000). Organelle genome engi-
neering may also limit gene flow of transgenes, by maternal 
inheritance (i.e. no transgene inheritance through pollen) or 
by engineering of novel cytoplasmic male sterility lines.

mitochondrial genomes have been targeted using Pgm 
in humans (minczuk et al. 2006, 2008), using an enzymati-
cally active chimeric ZF protein to bind a mutant mtDnA 
sequence and induce methylation with the catalytic domain 
of human DnmT3a. methylation was chosen deliberately 
as a marker activity because it is practically absent from 
mtDnA (maekawa et al. 2004). The engineered ZF-meth-
ylase produced sequence-specific modification of mtDnA 
in the vicinity of the target site (minczuk et al. 2006). so 
far, Pgm engineering of chloroplast genomes remains to 
be tested.

The main challenge in engineering mitochondrial and 
chloroplast genomes is that each organelle contains hun-
dreds of genomes (Thomas and rose 1983). Therefore, 
unless selected for, each cell would be heteroplasmic, with 
WT and engineered genomes. Organellar modification 
requires the development of effective technologies to retain 
the modified sequence. nuclease-based cleavage of unmod-
ified organelle DnA and protection of modified DnA offer 
one potential means to enrich for homoplasmic organelles.

New resources for basic and applied research

The availability of genomic resources and tools, such 
as mutant collections, can limit research, even in Arabi-
dopsis. For example, T-DnA insertion mutants exist for 
95 % of Arabidopsis genes, but many genes lack inser-
tions and many of the available insertions are in introns, 
UTrs, promoter or terminator regions. Furthermore, since 
the T-DnAs contain marker genes and their regulatory 

sequences, they can influence flanking genes and poten-
tially other loci (Ülker et al. 2008). last, generation of 
point mutations and small or large deletions remain limit-
ing and difficult to identify with other technologies. cur-
rent Pgm techniques give 1–30 % targeting efficiency; 
this can enable generation of null mutants, allelic series 
of genes, deletions of a few to thousands of base pairs and 
addition of defined length DnA fragments to specific sites.

Furthermore, the ease and cost effective generation of 
lines by Pgm should facilitate research in non-model plant 
species and crops. For example, non-Agrobacterium based 
delivery of the Pgm proteins and mrnAs should enable 
researchers to engineer the genomes of hard to transform 
plants and generate useful allelic series of genes in many 
other crops. Pgm may also prove useful to modify the 
regulatory sequences of agriculturally and economically 
important genes. such modifications will enable important 
basic science and gene function analyses and could also be 
useful in improving crop performance and increasing yield.

Precision genetic modification may also be useful to 
tag genes and defined regions in genomes with epitopes 
or fluorescent markers, enabling researcher to monitor the 
expression, localization and regulation of nucleic acids and 
proteins in their native locations. such tags could also be 
used to trace DnA from genetically modified crops or elite 
lines, thus facilitating breeding and estimation of gene flow.

The ease of generating mutations or tagging genes in 
complex genomes should also accelerate identification of 
genes for important traits in crop improvement. For exam-
ple, targeted editing of each candidate gene in a genetically 
defined region could identify the responsible gene and thus 
accelerate crop improvement. Targeted mutations will also 
allow construction of double mutants in closely linked loci, 
and targeted deletions will allow identification of true null 
phenotypes.

Important developments needed

All Pgm techniques display off-target effects to vary-
ing degrees. Therefore, the specificity of these techniques 
requires improvement. Adaptation of the heterodimer FokI 
nuclease structure needed to address two adjacent loca-
tions significantly reduced the off-target effects of ZFns 
and TAlEns. In the cas9 system, using other crIsPr/cas 
systems requiring longer sgrnAs or developing cas sys-
tems addressing adjacent locations with two sgrnAs may 
address off-target effects.

As Pgm technology develops, companies will pro-
duce kits for facile cloning, effective delivery and rapid 
screening of plants. currently, Addgene produces clon-
ing and limited vector systems for TAlE/TAlEns. Also, 
customised ZFns (sigma) and TAlE/TAlEns (cellectis, 
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ThermoFischer) can be ordered. companies will likely 
produce crIsPr/cas9 based kits and customised 
guidernA(s). researchers, both in academia and industry, 
will also likely develop Pgm-based genomics resources. 
For example, fully characterised transgenic lines carrying 
cas9 under an inducible promoter and transient expression 
constructs and systems, as well as methods for delivery of 
protein/mrnAs directly to plant cells, would be extremely 
useful for non-transgenic genome editing.

most of the data obtained from Pgm techniques cur-
rently derive from transient assays or plants early in devel-
opment. Better assessment of Pgm techniques requires 
data from stable modifications and all developmental 
stages. Improved delivery and expression methods will also 
improve the effectiveness and safety of Pgm technologies.

Targeting RNA for modifications

Unlike P. pyogenes, the P. furiosus crIsPr/cas com-
plex targets complementary invading rnAs for cleav-
age (hale et al. 2009, 2012). Also, the code of sequence-
specific rnA recognition by Pumilio and FBF homology 
repeat proteins has been uncovered (Filipovska et al. 2011, 
2012) and determination of the binding specificity of the 
rnA-editing Pentatricopeptide repeat proteins is under-
way (Ban et al. 2013; Barkan et al. 2012; Ke et al. 2013; 
laluk et al. 2011; Yagi et al. 2013; Yin et al. 2013). These 
developments will enable numerous applications to elimi-
nate, regulate or modulate rnA. The resulting techniques 
could be used, for example, in developing plant resistance 
to rnA viruses.

Conclusions

Emerging developments in Pgm techniques are timely, 
occurring with growing concerns about the future of agri-
culture, human population increases and climate change. 
These precise, controlled, new technologies may provide 
better, faster, cheaper and safer alternatives to current 
genetic modification techniques and supplement classical 
crop breeding methods requiring extensive selection, back-
crossing, time and effort. The diversity, versatility and sim-
plicity of Pgm technologies would allow broad innovation 
in crop improvement and the promised safety and precision 
of Pgms should defer many public critics of genetic modi-
fication technologies. Perhaps naming the crops that will be 
generated using these Pgm technologies as PgmO (Preci-
sion genetically modified) instead of just gmO (geneti-
cally modified) will help differentiate them from previous 
technologies and speed their acceptance.
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